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Richard Berry

A Forces Mail cover sent from the Grey’s Scouts to a commercial company. Arbour Acres was a
chicken farm that provided supplies to some of the units that comprised the Rhodesian (and
later the Zimbabwean) Army. The Grey’s Scouts were Rhodesia’s mounted infantry. They existed
into the Zimbabwe period and the cover shown is post Zimbabwean independence.
Richard Berry, our immediate past president, has embarked on producing a series of articles on
the military cachets used by the Rhodesian and Zimbabwean Armies. The first part of this series
of articles is in this issue commencing at page 643.
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Editorial
Welcome to the Winter Journal, As we’re starting to come out of lockdown many of us have
undoubtedly welcomed the opportunity to attend meetings and stamp fairs again. Please
continue to submit articles for your Journal. Write up that special cover or complete that long
overdue article you’ve been planning to write. All contributions welcomed. Please submit
illustrations in 600 dpi if possible please.
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Rhodesian and Zimbabwean military formation and unit cachets:
Part 1 - Introduction to the series and The Grey’s Scouts
Richard Berry
Introduction
The Rhodesian Bush War (1966-1980) was a bitter and decisive civil war that has continued to
endure as a textbook counter-insurgency campaign fought between the mobile, motivated and
well-trained Rhodesian Security Forces (RSF) and two liberation movements ZANLA
(Zimbabwe African National Liberation Army) the military wing of ZANU (Zimbabwe African
National Union) and, ZIPRA (Zimbabwe People’s Revolutionary Army) the military wing of the
Zimbabwe African People’s Union] [Ref. 1]. The RSF, starved for funds was forced to find
ingenious solutions but whose efforts were brought to naught, as in most counter-campaigns,
because they depended on a political outcome [Ref. 2]. The political outcome was an
independent Zimbabwe from 18 April 1980 under the leadership of ZANU’s Robert Mugabe
(1924-2019).
My interest in Rhodesian/Zimbabwean military material was based initially on my
accumulating a fair representation of Rhodesian and Zimbabwean Security Forces material
relating mostly to the Rhodesian Bush War and post-independence Zimbabwe. This was
significantly enhanced by my acquiring over a thousand items of mostly unsorted military postal
history (and some supporting paper ephemera) relating to Rhodesia and Zimbabwe from the
family of Keith Radford (1920-2011). Radford had been a Brigadier in the Rhodesian Army. This
material has subsequently been supplemented by my acquiring other collections and individual
pieces.
In 2018 I wanted to give a display of post Second World War (1939-1945) material as the
first of my three annual president’s displays as President of the Forces Postal History Society
(FPHS). I gave a full day’s display of the equivalent of 450 A4 sheets of Rhodesian and
Zimbabwean military material. Of particular importance to me on the day (and what made for
quite an emotive meeting) was having some Radford family members in attendance. It was also
pleasing to have as one of my invited guests the late Richard Barnett of the Rhodesian Study
Circle (RSC) whose military postal history collection and (just as important) research notes are
now in my possession [Ref. 3].
Brigadier Radford was accumulating Rhodesian military material by 1971 as evidenced by
the envelope and enclosed letter at Figures 1 and 2.
Figure : 1.
An envelope received at the
request of Brigadier Radford
from 4 Signal Squadron of
the Rhodesian Corps of
Signals. The letter at Figure 2
was contained within this
envelope.
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Figure : 2.
In 1971 Brigadier Radford used his staff in 2 Brigade Headquarters to obtain for him unit
cachets for his military collection!
Radford was still collecting military postal material at the end of the Rhodesian Bush
War. The letter at Figure 3 shows the Commander of the Rhodesian forces, Lieutenant General
Peter Walls (1927-2010) endorsing Radford’s collecting Rhodesian military material. It must be
very rare (possibly unique?) that such an endorsement exists for a military philatelic collection
during a conflict. The author has in his collection all the material mentioned in Walls’ letter.
My intention is to provide a series of articles focusing on the Rhodesian Bush War
(including earlier and later material if it adds to the story) for publication in tandem over possibly
consecutive issues in the journals of the RSC and the FPHS. Each article will be a general
introduction (mostly through military postal history) to one formation or regiment of the RSF
focussing initially on the Army.
I will not be showing all the cachets in my collection, or all examples seen from other
collections. However, I’m sure that if readers have a particularly spectacular cover or cachet the
journal editors will be more than content to show them.
The first formation to be showcased in this series is the Grey’s Scouts.
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Figure : 3.
Lieutenant General Walls wishes Brigadier Radford “all the best” in compiling his military
philatelic collection that included Rhodesia.
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The Grey’s Scouts
Brigadier Radford received the completed pro-forma at Figure 4 in late 1979 from Lieutenant
Colonel Chris Pearce, the commanding officer of the Grey’s Scouts. The return gave a short
history and other information about the regiment.

Figure : 4.
A potted history of the Grey’s Scouts.
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The postal history shown in this article relates to the ‘reformed’ Grey’s Scouts only. Whether
they were a direct descendant of the original Grey’s Scouts as stated by Pearce is probably a
matter of conjecture. Of note is the regiment branded their horses following on from the
original numbering nominal roll from 1896 [Ref. 4] and they eventually did have a regimental
song “The Grey’s Scouts Ride Again”. A more in-depth description of the original Grey’s Scouts
can be found in Binda’s history of Grey’s Scouts from 1896-1980 [Ref. 5].
The modus operandi of the Grey’s Scouts was that they fought as mounted infantry rather than
as cavalry. The difference being they would ride to an engagement and then dismount to fight.
Formation Order Number 5 Rhodesian Corps of Infantry [Ref.6] identifies the role of the
Grey’s Scouts as being:





Long range patrolling and reconnaissance of rural areas.
Tracking and follow-up on horseback.
Deep penetration in support of armoured cars.
To be prepared to act as dismounted infantry when required.

The completed pro-forma stated the present-day unit began as an experimental team
conducting pack animal trials during the latter part of 1975. A more detailed description is that
the Rhodesia Army’s Mounted Infantry Unit [MIU], conceived and formed in July 1975, grew
out of an experiment with pack animals in the Eastern Highlands. MIU was never more than a
'working title' and the unit officially became Grey's Scouts in 1976. Advantage was taken of the
unit’s unique ability to move across terrain impassable to vehicles, as when the Grey’s assisted the
Engineers in the construction of border defences [The ‘Cordon Sanitaire’ along the Mozambique
border], their horses – or mules – being used as pack animals [Ref. 7].
They were based at Inkomo (45km northwest of Salisbury) where men and horses were
trained. Horses were transported to deployment areas in specially adapted trailers. Initially, the
unit used the Wellesley post office for mail. When that post office closed on 1st December 1976,
a Salisbury Post Office Private Bag was arranged.
A fuller description of the circumstances behind the reforming’ of the Grey’s Scouts during the
Rhodesian Bush War (1966-1980) can be found in Binda’ regimental history [Ref. 8].
Figure 5 shows proof strikes of the two MIU cachets with the address ‘P[ost] O[ffice] Wellesley’.
Figure 6 shows usage of the MIU Official Free cachet.
Figure : 5. Proof strikes of the two MIU cachets.
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Figure : 6. Usage of the MIU Official Free strike. Postmarked Salisbury 18 May 1976.
The training of a Grey’s Scout started with a four-and-a-half month selection and training
course. The horse and rider were kept together to develop and keep “affinity and trust”,
including gun proofing. Riders were desired that were 160 pounds (72kg) or less and most
successful were trained soldiers taught to ride rather than those with riding experience who
needed to be made into soldiers. Mounts were from various sources, with the majority being
“smallish” mature horses from South Africa (crossbreeds of Bossiekops and Basuto ponies were
preferred). Various camouflage efforts were tried with the horses with sometimes visually
astonishing results. Two sections [each of eight men] would work together and could cover up to
40 km a day. A horse and rider could alternate a 7km an hour walk with a 12km trot (although
the trot was found to be uncomfortable and tended to dislodge equipment) and a canter at 18km
an hour could be attained [Ref. 9]. Many of the horses were donated by South African
sympathisers.
A trooper from the regiment [Ref. 10] described the regiment as “comprising two
squadrons. A Squadron was formed from regular troopers and national servicemen whilst B
Squadron comprised territorial force troopers. There were 75 mounted troopers in each squadron
supported by farriers, vets and motor transport. The squadrons did not have combined
operations and were kept separate because of logistics”. He further noted “that B Squadron wore
beards and had long hair and called their sergeants by their Christian names.” He was in the A
Squadron which obviously was more traditional in its military outlook!
Two private bags (330B and 329B) were allocated by the post office to the Grey’s Scouts.
The Selous Scouts who were also based at Inkomo were given private bag 331B. It is probably a
coincidence that all examples of covers seen with pre- Zimbabwe Independence dates have the
address private bag 330B whilst examples seen with post- independence dates seem to have used
private bag 329B.
Figure 7 shows a cover sent on 16 February 1978 with both the unit and official free cachets.
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Figure : 7. A cover sent from Umtali in February 1978 by Lance Corporal Van Schalkwyk of B
Squadron of the Grey’s Scouts. B Squadron comprised territorial soldiers. Both the official and
unit cachets include the address Private Bag 330B.
A description of what a Grey’s Scout trooper experienced was given by Clive Midlane
[Ref. 11] “In 1978 and 1979 the regiment had over 200 kills for the loss of about ten men
[actually nine men killed in action and another two men on active service - [Ref. 12], that 60-70%
of kills were hard core trained ZIPRA soldiers in the Victoria Falls area and that the Grey’s
Scouts operated in sticks of eight troopers and were highly mobile and aggressive. He noted that
the Grey’s Scouts had some big “punch ups” with ZIPRA who wore East German rice fleck
camouflage, had radios and whistles and would take the fight to the Grey’s Scouts. He added the
Grey’s Scouts operated mostly in ZIPRA areas whereas Fire Force (the vertical envelopment
tactic successfully introduced by the Rhodesian Security Forces that utilised helicopter borne,
and often parachute dropped troops, supported by other Rhodesian Air Force aircraft) operated
in ZANLA areas. He also noted that lots of money was thrown at the Grey’s Scouts once it was
realised how successful they were.
Figure 8 shows a cover sent by a Grey’s Scout from Victoria Falls on 9 October 1977.

Figure : 8. Grey’s Scouts Official Free cachet postmarked Victoria Falls. The Private Bag
number on the cachet is 330B.
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Sometimes philatelically inspired covers provide the best strikes of cachets. The example at
Figure 9 was sent to Frederic Patka (a notable collector of military cachets) and shows a strike of
the Grey’s Scouts Orderly Room cachet.

Figure : 9. Usage of the Grey’s Scout’ Orderly Room cachet sent from Salisbury in 1978.
Stamps needed to be applied to pay the postage because the cover is addressed overseas. The
private bag is 330B.
Paper ephemera can enhance military (and indeed any) postal history article by providing
context. An example is shown at Figure 10.
The regiment began with a single squadron, expanding to battalion size with 800 men
organised into a headquarters, support, and [eventually by 1980] three combat squadrons (A, B
and C) with some 450 men and 400 horses at full strength [Ref. 13]. When hostilities ceased in
1980, the regiment numbered some 600 soldiers, both men and women, black and white [Ref.
14].
Binda wrote in his regimental history “not all members left the unit at independence…
Two Peugeot carloads of senior Government Ministers descended on us one day. They were
astounded to discover that the Grey’s Scouts had always been a fully racially integrated unit as
regards living and messing facilities at our barracks. Perhaps this kept the unit from subsequently
being disbanded in-toto. Once we knew we were not on the disbandment list, we made the
decision to protect our African soldiers by creating ‘C’ Squadron as soon as possible.
‘B’ Squadron was stood down at the end of May 1980 so that the territorials could
resume their civilian lives and occupations. ‘A’ Squadron had been sent to Madziwa to join 1RLI
[Rhodesian Light Infantry] who had been banished from Salisbury [Ref. 15]. The Grey’s Scouts
now acted as a mounted infantry unit for border control and anti-poaching operations. A
photograph of ‘C’ Squadron loading up their horses for anti-poaching operations in July 1980 is
shown in Binda’s book [Ref.16]. Many units of the RSF were not racially integrated and such
units invariably did not survive long into the Zimbabwe period and were disbanded with or
without ceremony.
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Figure : 10. An extract from a two-page copy document sent from Army HQ on 9 November
1977 to various recipients including 2 Brigade. The document advised various postings of senior
staff. The third appointment showed the change of commanding officer (CO) of the Grey’s
Scouts to Major Mick McKenna on 1 February 1978. The CO post eventually became of
Lieutenant Colonel rank and McKenna was promoted to this rank.
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The author has a cover sent from Salisbury on 12 November 1980 with the Grey’s Scouts
Regimental HQ Official Free cachet sent by 129779 Lance Corporal Tiddy, Grey’s Scouts, HQ
Sqn, PB 329B Salisbury which proves this squadron was active in the Zimbabwe period.
Figure 11 shows two Grey’s Scouts cachets from the Zimbabwe period.

Figure : 11. A May 1981 cover to the Quartermaster’s Branch at Army Headquarters in
Salisbury. The Official Free cachet shown was used at Regimental Headquarters. Both cachets
show Private Bag 329B. The cover didn’t go through the mail but was delivered internally within
the army. This cover is selected for the clarity of the cachets. Other examples in the author’s
collection that show either of these cachets have been through the post and have Salisbury
postmarks.
The two examples shown at Figures 12 and 13 are undated and show two other Official Free
cachets.
Figure : 12.
TA Adm[inistration] Official
Free cachet is undated.
Salisbury became Harare on
18 April 1982, therefore the
cover was likely to have been
posted before that date. The
private bag address is 329B.
Presumably TA refers to
Territorial Army.
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Figure : 13. The HQ Squadron Official Free cachet. The cover is undated. Harare was known as
Salisbury, Zimbabwe between 18 April 1980 and 17 April 1982 so presumably this cover was
posted between these dates. The private bag address is 329B.
Verifiable references to the regiment in the Zimbabwe period are scarce. In 1981 [Ref.
17] it was stated that there were six specialist units which are three-way integrated (Cdo [1
Commando Regiment], Para [1 Parachute Regiment], Arty [1 Field Regiment -Artillery], Int
[Intelligence Corps], Armd Car [Armoured Car Regiment] and Greys). Greys seem to have lost
their apostrophe and the word Scouts! They are described as being a mounted unit. Three-way
integrated indicates that the regiment comprised ex- members of the Rhodesian Security Force,
ZANLA and ZIPRA. In September 1982 it was one of the seven units (the seventh being the
Presidential Guard) that fell under the remit of Harare District and was therefore not part of a
Brigade [Ref. 18] – how it was deployed is unknown to the author+.
The Zimbabwe National Army official website [Ref. 19] has reference to special forces
but gives no further information. A military website [Ref. 20] refers to the Zimbabwe Mounted
Infantry or Grey's Scouts, as being a horse-mounted reconnaissance unit. Definitive evidence
that the name Grey’s Scouts is still utilised within the Zimbabwean army has yet to be located.
In conclusion the aim of this article has been to introduce the postal history of the Grey’s
Scouts and put it into context by, for example, introducing the regiment from the viewpoint of
the commanding officer and also from that of a trooper. The history of the regiment during the
Rhodesian Bush War is well known unlike the Zimbabwe period which is less visible.
A final thought: JRT Wood [Ref. 21] wrote “almost all the writing on this subject is
anecdotal narrative, inevitable as servicemen recall their experiences. Most of the unit histories
are anthologies of experiences, useful in themselves. Given the destruction of paper in March
1980, history has to be written from fragments. There is no continual military archive material,
no full collection of situation reports on which to base certainty. The newspaper archives are not
a great assistance because the embattled Rhodesian government kept the press at arm’s length.”.
It will therefore be a challenge to write this series of articles!
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Second International Occupation of Shkodër
31st October 1918 to 11th March 1920
Historical background

John Kelion

The retreating Austro-Hungarian army left Shkodër in mid-October 1918 ahead of the
advancing Allied armies. The exact date is not known. Serbian forces entered Shkodër from the
north on 31st October, and a few hours later, on the same day, Italian troops arrived from the
south.
The Allied commander in the Balkans, Marshal Franchet d’Esperey, had agreed in an
earlier ruling that the area of Korçë and Pogradec was to remain under French control and that
Italy would occupy the rest of Albania. Italy demanded that France enforce this ruling but
reluctantly acquiesced to Shkodër being occupied by an International Force of British, French
and Italians similar to that of 1913-14 but with the obvious exception of Austro-Hungary and
Germany.
The Serbs were ordered to leave, which they finally did when the French contingent
arrived in December 1918 under the command of Colonel Bardi de Fourtou. He was the same
rank as the British commanding officer but had held the rank for longer, so he was made overall
commander of the Shkodër garrison. The local administration was replaced by a ‘government’
acceptable to France composed of local notables, headed by the mayor, who had been in
continuous service since the 1913 occupation.
The exact date that the British force arrived in Shkodër is uncertain but it was between
the 3rd and 16th January 1919. They were initially represented by the 1st Garrison Battalion of the
Essex Regiment. They were replaced by the 1st - 6th Battalions of the Gloucestershire Regiment
on about 14th/15th March 1919. The French force was very small consisting of 80 men; I have
been unable to find which Regiment they came from. The Italians had by far the largest force,
and were represented by the 13th Infantry Regiment (Pinerola Brigade), 67th Infantry Regiment
(Palermo Brigade), 6th Company of 1st Regiment of Engineers, and the 3rd Squadron of Umberto
I Cavalry Regiment.
Unlike the first international occupation, each force had their own Military Post Office
facilities. Mail from the British force was taken to the coast at San Giovanni di Medua and then
by motor torpedo boat to Army Post Office S100 in Taranto where it was censored and
forwarded. The French force used Military Post Office, Tresor et Postes 511C or * Tresor et
Postes *, without a numeral (not recorded by Sinais). The Italians used Posta Militare 116, which
was also made available for civilian use by the resident Albanians. The original Italian civilian
post office which closed in January 1916 did not re-open.
It is almost certain that the occupying Serbian force would have had some form of postal
service accompanying them in the form of field post offices, to handle the mail of their men
during their period of occupation from 31st October until December 1918. However to date
nothing has been reported.
The British force left at the end of May/beginning of June 1919. The French force left
on 11th March 1920, which in effect ended the second international occupation. The Italians
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however maintained their garrison in Shkodёr until March 1922, claiming they represented the
interests of the International Force after the British and French had left. All other Italian troops
had left Albanian soil by 5th September 1920, after their defeat by an Albanian volunteer force
during the Vlonë War (June–September 1920). The Albanians permitted them to occupy Sazan
(Saseno) Island in the Gulf of Vlonë.

British Contingent
The 1st Garrison Battalion of the Essex Regiment
After the war with Turkey ended with the Armistice of Mudros on the 30th October, 1918, the 1st
Garrison Battalion of the Essex Regiment was transferred from Egypt to Salonika where the
Macedonian Campaign had ended.
On 20th December, 1918 it sailed for Shkodër to continue its duties as the British force
forming part of the Second International occupation of Shkodër. They landed at Antivari,
Montenegro on 23rd December, 1918 and proceeded in small groups to Shkodër between the 3rd
and 16th January, 1919. On the 31st January, 1919, the Battalion transferred to the Italian
Expeditionary Force.
They were replaced by men of the 1st/6th Battalions of the Gloucestershire Regiment
who arrived from Brindisi on 14th/15th March, 1919.
The 1st Garrison Battalion of the Essex Regiment was finally disbanded on the 2nd May, 1919.
Mail from men of The 1st Garrison Battalion of the Essex Regiment – 3rd January to
14th/15th March, 1919
To my knowledge there has not been a single item of mail yet recorded sent by a member of the
1st Garrison Battery of the Essex Regiment.
The ‘Laurie’ series of postcards
I have a series of five picture postcards of Shkodër, all dated January, 1919 and there is
one dated 26th March, 1919. They were sent by someone called ‘Laurie’ to Mrs. Swift in
Middlesbrough. All five postcards had a short written message referring to the picture and were
obviously sent as souvenirs. Only the first postcard was addressed; none have any postal
markings.
So soon after the end of the War it is unlikely that ‘Laurie’
was a tourist. The last card I have was dated 26th March, 1919
and the Gloucester’s had replaced the 1st Garrison Battery of
the Essex Regiment on the 14th/15th March. It is therefore
doubtful that he was a member of the Essex Regiment.
He was more likely to have been a member of the British
Military Control Commission in Albania, led by Brigadier
General G. F. Phillips. They arrived in Shkodër on 26th
December, 1918, to investigate claims of Serbian atrocities
carried out when the Serbian army devastated 150 villages in
the Drin valley to subdue the Kosovan population.
Figure : 1.
Shown left is the only postcard which shows his address.
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Figure : 2. Message – Scutari, Albania Jan/19
‘An Albanian woman’, Best love, Laurie

Mrs. Swift, 25 Lothian Road
Middlesbrough

Figure : 3. Postcard with no postal markings,
Message – It is a three minutes’ walk from this place to where I am staying.
Laurie
Scutari: Jany/19
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The last card in the series

Figure : 4.

Figure : 4a.
Message – March 26/19
My dear,
“Not had a letter from you dated later than 25th Feby. Hope you are keeping well. I am writing twice every week.
Are you receiving them? This is a picture of the ‘Palais International’ (a side view) showing about an eighth of
the building. The British, French and Italian troops are quartered here.
Fondest love, Laurie.”
The message suggests that the postal service was very erratic.
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At that time it was common practice to send several items of mail together. The men gave an
addressed envelope into the office of the Commanding Officer. Any mail when written, going to
that address, was handed into the office and put into the envelope. When the mail was collected
they were all sent together. Therefore the enclosed mail did not have any postal markings, only
the outer envelope: of which very few if any survived. The French Force followed a similar
system.
Military Mail (1st - 6th Battalion, Gloucestershire Regiment) – mid-March 1919 - end May,
1919
The 1st/6th Gloucesters together with the Italians took part in the final assault against the
Austrians in Northern Italy. The signing of the Armistice of Villa Giusti on 3 rd November, 1918
ended the war on the Italian front. The 1st/6th Gloucesters then went into camp at Taranto in
southern Italy. They were then detached for further service.
They went to Brindisi on 23rd February, 1919, then by ship to San Giovanni di Medua,
on or about 12th March. They then went upriver to Scutari, arriving on 14th/15th March to carry
out garrison duty as part of the Second International force.

Figure : 5. Sold on eBay 7 March 2020
Men of the Gloucestershire Regiment formed
the British force in Shkodër during the second
international occupation. It was believed that
they left Shkodër at the end of May, beginning
of June 1919. The postcard below, which has
been dated June, 1919, suggests that it must
have been in June. This photograph was
probably taken shortly before they left the
town. Details of reverse shown. Figure : 5a.
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Figure : 6. Card datelined Albania, March 1919 Cancelled at Army Post Office S. 100, 28
March, 1919. Censor 8 / 433 which was allocated to 1/6th Battalion Gloucesters.
This postcard is the earliest item of mail yet recorded sent from Shkodër by a member of the
Gloucestershire Regiment.
The Jack Moffit correspondence
Jack Moffit was a private in the Gloucestershire Regiment. He sent picture postcards home from
the places where he served, as souvenirs of his travels. These postcards are part of that
correspondence to his wife and child. They show the progress of the Regiment after arriving in
Taranto. They therefore give an accurate chronological line from Taranto to Scutari and finally
the withdrawal of the British contingent from Shkodër to Bari.

Figure : 7
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Figure : 7a. Datelined 24 December, 1918 Cancelled APO S. 100 27 De 18

Figure : 8.

Figure : 8a.
If Private Moffit wrote this
postcard when he was was on
board ship from Brindisi to
San Giovanni di Medua on 12th
March 1919, then he should
have arrived in Shkodër by the
14th or 15th March.
London receiving cancel with
unclear date.
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Figure : 9. The latest card I have, written from Scutari, on 29th April 1919 by Jack Moffat.
Cancelled APO S. 100. 3 May 1919. Censor 8/ 199
The Gloucesters remained in Shkodër until the end of May/beginning of June, 1919, the exact
date is uncertain. They had certainly returned to Italy by the 6th June, 1919, Figure : 10. and
formed part of the ‘British Mission to Bari’. The British contingent was the first of the
international occupying forces to leave Shkodër.

Figure : 10.
Mail from the British force was probably routed back to the U.K. in a similar way to that used
during the First International occupation. It was handed into the office of the British
commanding officer in Shkodër, and sent in mail bags to the coast at San Giovanni di Medua.
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This time the mail went by motor torpedo boat to Taranto in Italy, where it was censored at
Army Post Office S.100 which was based there.

Figure : 10a. Postcard sent from Bari; written on 6th June, 1919 after the Gloucestershire
Regiment had withdrawn from Shkodër, thus ending the British involvement in the Second
International Occupation. Cancelled at APO S. 70 7 June, 1919. Censor 8 / 854
I assume that it was then forwarded by train through Italy and France, and then by channel ferry
to the U.K.
From the material I have seen, it appears that mail was transferred every 10-14 days in March
and then every week in late April-May.
************************************

A Snippet From Phil Schreiber

USMA Class of 2025 was
issued by the United States
Military Academy at West
Point, New York on 25
June,
2021
to
commemorate
the
incoming class of cadets.
The postmark displays the
Cadet Badge and Motto. I
prepared my own computer
printed cachet. Postmarks
such as these are sponsored by interested groups and approved by the U.S. Postal Service to be
issued at the City and ZIP Code shown in the postmark. They are announced in the U.S. Postal
Bulletin which appears monthly on the Internet.
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An Internee from E17
Colin Tabeart
On 5 Jan 1916 E17, Lt Cdr John Roberts Moncrieffe, sailed from Harwich for a patrol in
the Heligoland Bight. Next day she ran aground off the Texel, suffering serious damage. The
Dutch cruiser Noord Brabant came to investigate; Moncrieffe, thinking her to be hostile, dived
the boat, but was forced to surface rapidly due to the defects suffered from the grounding. The
whole crew were rescued by the Dutch cruiser and interned in Holland for the duration at
Groningen with the other British internees. The boat sank next day.
One of the survivors was Telegraphist W Halter, official number J12481, as mentioned in
both Refs 1 and 2, born on 11 Oct 1894 at Loughborough. The writer, a member of the Royal
Flying Corps, mis-wrote the name of the submarine as E15 perhaps not surprisingly. There is a
very faint POST FREE PRISONER OF WAR P.C. stamp and a censor tape.
A contemporary postcard exists endorsed on the back “January 1916 Petty Officers of
submarine E17.” Ref 1 records 3 seamen petty officers and 4 engineer POs – the two seated in
the centre are thought to be internment camp guards.
The conning tower of the boat was salvaged and is now on display at the Royal Navy
Submarine Museum at Gosport.
References
1. Rnsubs.co.uk/boats/subs/e.class/e17.html
2. ADM 188/144371

Figure : 1.
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Figure : 2.

Figure : 3.

Figure : 4.
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The French Navy overseas patrol vessel "Champlain "
Phil Schreiber
For recreation purposes, I like to monitor forces of all kinds worldwide on the internet and try to
obtain a postal souvenir by mailing a postcard to them and request any item of acknowledgement
such as a postal marking or return address. The post card shown here was received in my mail
box on 13 August, 2021. Unlike items from units with past histories, my items are contemporary
history which I find of interest.
This home-made postal card franked with my home-made postal indicia was returned to
me from the French Navy overseas patrol vessel "Champlain" (a-23) during a recent visit to "Ile
Europa-iles Eparses." Europa Island is one of the scattered islands which constitute part of the
French possessions in the Indian Ocean. It is an eleven square mile atoll in the Mozambique
channel between South Africa and the island of Madagascar. It is part of the republic of France
and administered from its Indian Ocean Island of Reunion. The two postmarks identify the post
office as part of the French administrative unit of "T.A.A.F." with authority covering Antarctica
and other scattered islands.
The "B2M Champlain equipage a" cachet identifies the ship from which I requested this
souvenir. "B2m" is the French navy designation for its multi-mission patrol vessels, and
"equipage a" refers to its alternating crew "a". The ship's motto in Latin translates to "from sea
to sea" -- which is from the biblical psalm 72. It is also the motto of Canada whose other
insignia is the maple leaf shown on the ship's cachet along with French explorer Samuel
Champlain, an early explorer of Canada. The adjoining "marine national" cachet is a postal seal
of the French navy and is imprinted "oa7q" which is a maritime radio call signal designation used
in radio communications. I recognize this because at one time I was a U.S. Navy ship radio
operator
The back of this postal card is stamped with three additional cachets. (1) is from "le
Vaguemestre de l'europe" (mail man of Europa) and shows a map of the island and two
indigenous residents: a large turtle, and a wide-winged sea bird. (2) is a cachet giving the latitude
and longitude location of Europe. And (3) is the stamper identifying the captain of the
Champlain.
Collecting items like this rivals my fishing trips in the near-by Atlantic Ocean from which I can
share my fresh caught catch with friends and family.
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Champlain leaving Brest to join its homeport in the Indian Ocean.
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HMS Dragon visits St. Petersburg September 1936
Phil Schreiber
When the Royal Navy light cruiser HMS Dragon visited St. Petersburg, Florida, on 23 September,
1936. collecting naval cachet and postmark covers was at its height. The addressee of this cover,
Marshall. R. Hall, was president of the Universal Ship Cancellation Society and very active in
many other philatelic groups that provided cachets and postmarks for many various events.
HMS Dragon has a history worthy of recording. Built in 1918 for World War One, it was
commissioned 16 August, 1918, and is said to have fired the last shot of the naval war on 9th
November, 1918 near Heligoland Bight during a combat engagement with Imperial German Air
Corps sea planes. During October and November, 1919 it participated in the Latvian and
Estonian liberation wars against the Bolsheviks and German Freikorps. After that it deployed
worldwide on Royal Navy assignments.
In September, 1936 HMS Dragon was honoured in St. Petersburg with the cachet shown
here at Figure : 1. In the following month it responded to a distress call from the Spanish
passenger cruise ship "Cristobal Colon" aground on a reef near Bermuda.
The early days of World War Two found the Dragon in the Atlantic areas pursuing the
German cruisers "Admiral Graf Spee" and "Admiral Scheer." and further assignments in the pacific
areas where in December, 1941 it was the last warship to depart from the British crown colony
of Singapore prior its fall to Japan. After fighting rear guard actions in the Java sea, it returned
to England and was transferred to the Free Polish Navy as "ORP Dragon" on 15 January, 1943.
Participating in D-day Normandy and Operation Neptune on 6 June 1944, it was struck
by a German "Nager" torpedo piloted by German Navy cadet Walther Gerhold. The following
month it was towed to Courseulles, France, where it was scuttled to help form an artificial
breakwater and removed from the list of Royal Navy ships in active service.
Regardless of how nit-picking cover collector critics might view this cover, I personally
view it as a genuine historical artefact of HMS Dragon, and am thankful to the Air Mail Society
of St. Petersburg for issuing this cachet as a tribute to a Royal Navy ship that truly performed
yeoman service to its country and humanity.
HMS Dragon in 1919
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Figure : 1.
****************************************
We Will Remember Them.

Phil Schreiber

USS OLYMPIA STATION OCTOBER 25, 2021 PHILADELPHIA, PA. was issued to
commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the return of the remains of the World War I “unknown
soldier” on the USS Olympia which is now part of the Philadelphia Independence Seaport
Museum. The cachet was prepared by the sponsoring organization, The USS New Jersey Chapter
of the Universal Ship Cancellation Society. www.uscs.org
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Evasion of Naval Censorship by Baltic fleet Sailors of the Russian
Empire at the Beginning of The Great War
Sozont S. Singh and Michael S. Singh
Readers of this journal are naturally familiar with the issues of censorship. Censor marks and
censored letters have been a special area of research and collecting. Soldiers and sailors
themselves however, as well as many others, were not happy with the censorship. Furthermore,
during the First World War there are known occurrences of letters not only having been read,
but entire fragments being cut out (Ref.1), and in some cases, letters could be detained by
censors, and the authors themselves could be charged and have to face the court (Ref.2) As a
result, soldiers and sailors naturally wanted to correspond by avoiding censorship.
At the beginning of the 20th century the Russian Empire’s political situation was tense. The
government actively fought against revolutionary propaganda. For this reason, within the navy
there was a special supervision over the circulation and storage of any printed publications,
manuscripts and letters. The Ministry of Justice would start an investigation (Ref.3) if any
felonious material possessions were detected or if there were merely any suspicions. Oversight
of letters and books increased even further after the Russian Revolution of 1905-1907.

Figure : 1. Demonstration in Novorossiysk. Photo taken in December 1905
https://bigenc.ru/domestic_history/text/3502246

1

Montague T. Hainsselin. In The Northern Mists: A Grand Fleet Chaplain's Notebook. London, NewYork,
Toronto, 1916. P. 5.
2
Bazhanov D. A. Perljustracija pisem morjakov Baltijskogo flota v gody Pervoj mirovoj vojny (1914 – 1916):
prichiny, reakcija [Censorship of letters of the seamen of the Baltic Fleet during the First World War (1914 1916): reasons, reaction]. Peterburgskie voenno-istoricheskie chtenija. Mezhvuzovskaja nauchnaja konferencija.
Sankt-Peterburg, 18 marta 2016 g. Sbornik nauchnyh statej. [Petersburg military-historical readings.
Interuniversity scientific conference. St. Petersburg, March 18, 2016 Collection of scientific articles]. St.
Petersburg, 2017. P. 86-87.
3
State Archive of the Russian Federation. F. 124. Op. 13. D. 1342. P. 1, 2.
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As a result of the beginning of World War I military censorship had come into effect in Russia
and all other militarizing nations, resulting in sailor’s letters being subject to two types of
censorship: political and military (Ref.4) The seamen however, like the majority of the
population, didn't have a knowledge of such subtleties and perceived the censor officers as an
assistance of gendarmes. This circumstance increased the tension between ordinary sailors and
their officers, which ultimately led to the massacre of officers during the revolutionary
developments in 1917.
The contemporary historian Denis Alexandrovich Bazhanov closely analysed the censoring of
sailor’s letters in the Baltic Fleet during the First World War, and he alluded to an act of violence
that was committed toward the lieutenant of the battleship Emperor Paul I in Helsingfors,
perceived as a henchman of the gendarmes (Ref.5)

Battleship Imperator Pavel I // https://coollib.com/b/271480/read
D. A. Bazhanov notes that the most famous way to avoid ship censorship was to send letters to
shore through friends or directly to the addressee (Ref.6) In this article, we would like to direct
the readers’ attention to another aspect of censorship evasion – detection of sailors who
conducted illegal correspondence and possessed letters that came on board illegally; particularly
in the case of sailors who were a member of revolutionary organisations. Most ordinary sailors
felt uncomfortable as it was, due to their letters containing private and intimate details, whereas
revolutionaries were required to keep their correspondence secret.
More about this topic can be found in the novel “Kapital'nyj remont [Major overhaul]” written
by a soviet naval officer and writer Leonid Sergeevich Sobolev (1898–1971). He and his older
brother participated in the warfare during the Great War in the Baltic Fleet. The novel is based
on true events with the author describing developments in the Russian Empire and Navy in 1914
quite authentically and accurately, though there is no doubt that he changed the names of all
4

Bazhanov D. A. Op. cit. P. 94.
Ibidem.
6
Ibid. P. 93-94.
5
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characters. L. S. Sobolev describes various aspects of daily ship life by using not just plain facts,
as usually is the case in documents, but illustrates a picturesque and fascinating picture for the
reader. For this reason, the novel has continuously attracted some scientists as a historical source
of various topics. (Ref.7) However, this book has never been used as a source on the issue of
censorship.
The narrative of this novel takes place on one of the battleships of the Baltic Fleet. The author
described michman [sub-lieutenant] M. Gudkov, who thoroughly censored letters in his
company. He began to suspect that letters were avoiding censorship when noticing several
references within some letters that arrived on the ship to answers that he did not exactly see in
the censored materials. (Ref.8) This scene provides insight into the fact that some letters were
able to avoid censorship being sent from a battleship to the shore, more often than in the
opposite direction. Although, there is another episode in the novel where one of the sailors
secretly brought a letter with him on board. (Ref.9)
The michman began suspecting a particular sailor due to the following circumstance:

Figure : 2
Leonid Sergeevich Sobolev
//https://www.kinoteatr.ru/kino/screenwriter/sov/46502/foto/577478/
7

Dubrovskaja E. Ju. Imperskaja simvolika Gel'singforsa glazami rossijskih voennyh: rubezh XIX-XX vv i gody
Pervoj mirovoj vojny [Imperial symbolism of Helsingfors through the eyes of the Russian military: the turn of
the XIX-XX centuries and the years of the First World War]. Trudy Karel'skogo nauchnogo centra RAN
[Karelian Scientific Center of the Russian Academy of Sciences] 2012. №4. P. 116; Churov V. E. Oshibka
akademika Krylova [Academician Krylov's mistake]. Morskoj sbornik [Naval collection]. 2015. № 4 (2017). P.
84-89.
8
Sobolev L. S. Kapital'nyj remont [Major overhaul]. Moscow, 1962. P. 295.
9
Ibid. P. 306.
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Gudkov liked to pay attention to the private aspects of a correspondence, however he found no
love line in Tyulmankov’s letters to a lady Poluyarova. These letters seemed covert, with a
message hidden between the lines. (Ref.10) Therefore, in the case of revolutionary sailors who
were not able to send letters and avoid censorship, the letters were sent in a legal way, using
conditional phrases, a cipher.
As a result, a search was conducted and illegal letters, as well as the newspaper “Za narod! [For
the people]” were found. Even more attractive however, is how these illegal materials were
stored. Inspections of personal property were common on warships. Sailors had a “malyj
parusinovyj chedoman” – a small canvas bag for storing their personal belongings, inside which a
special pocket could be sewn, that was undetectable during a normal inspection. (Ref.11)
Thus, censorship of sailor’s correspondence was intensified in the circumstances of a tense
internal political environment, such as at the beginning of the First World War. Accordingly,
seamen sought to avoid censorship. This was mostly reflected in the secret transfer of letters
from ship to shore or directly to the addressee through acquaintances, but there were also cases
of sailors carrying letters secretly on board. Letters not only had to be carried onto the ship, but
also well-hidden, as one of the means of combating illegal materials was regular checks of the
sailor’s personal belongings. As a result, the sailors came up with various tricks, even more so
motivating the officers to identify the person conducting the correspondence that was avoiding
the censorship. In general, despite the two forms of censorship (political and military) and
various measures to combat anti-government propaganda, the revolutionary mob still won in
1917 and sailors became the symbol of the Russian Revolution.
Apparently, censorship was not only ineffective, but also increased the dissatisfaction of the
sailors with the government and their officers, consequently becoming a factor that prompted
the seamen to riot and contributed to the success of the Russian Revolution.

10
11

Ibid. P. 294.
Ibid. P. 299.
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Austro-Hungary in the Great War
The Two Sieges of Przemysl and then Captivity.
Andrew Brooks
Fritz Fnadschek and Karl Koller were both soldiers in the Austro-Hungarian army and helped to
defend Przemysl through both sieges in 1914-1915. When the fortress surrendered to the
Russians, they became prisoners of war. Fritz’s story has been well documented (K. Tranmer –
see references) but some of his cards in my collection have been used in this article. The few
items relating to Karl are probably discussed for the first time. A few postcards are described to
illustrate the fighting and some field postcards mention other units involved in this conflict.

The Sieges.
Przemysl was a fortress town on the banks of the River San and together with Cracow and
Jaroslav it was a key defensive position during wartime as it guarded the routes through the
Carpathian Mountains, which led to the plains of Hungary.
After the disastrous campaign in Galicia, in the early autumn of 1914, the Austro-Hungarian
army was forced to retreat and General Dimitriev’s Third Russian Army had completely
encircled Przemysl by the 24th September 1914. However, he did not have the heavy artillery
necessary for the task in hand and despite the desperate attacks between 5-8th October against
the Siedlisker forts, they lost heavily (Figures. 1, 2, 2 & 3). Austrian counter-attacks commenced
and by the 9th October the siege had been lifted.

Figure : 1.
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Figure : 2.

By the 10th November 1914 the Russians had again encircled Przemysl. For a time, life remained
normal even though a relief force was driven off. After a Christmas truce, conditions
deteriorated quickly and in February there were breaks in the line so that when the Russians
gained the high ground on the 22nd March 1915, the fortress surrendered. Przemysl was finally
relieved on 3rd June 1915 by a combined force of the Austro-Hungarian and German armies,
however it was too late for Fritz and Karl who were being marched into captivity in Russia.

Figure : 3.
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Przemysl had always been a fortress town as it was a place where the East met the West, but in
1871 the decision was made to turn it into a first- rate fortress. It was 70 kms. from the border
with Russia and guarded the approaches to some of the most important passes over the
Carpathian Mountains.
Figure : 4.
General map of Przemysl and the
Carpatians.
It was also a major rail centre.
During the 1880s and 1890s
much work was done but vast
changes in artillery technology
meant that the fortress was
obsolete by the end of the
century. Its fate was finally sealed
by the chief of the General Staff,
General Franz Conrad von
Hotzendorf, (Fig.5 Postcard of
Conrad) who had little use for the
fortresses at Przemysl, Jaroslav
and Cracow.

Figure : 5.
Figure : 6. Detailed map showing Przemysl surrounded by forts.
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The 130,000 soldiers who defended Przemysl in 1914-15 were Landsturm regiments whose ages
ranged between 37-42, not exactly a ‘Dads Army’ force but certainly not first-line troops.
This brief explanation of events will hopefully help to put the experiences of Karl and Fritz into
context.
How did both of these soldiers come to be in Przemysl during the two sieges and then end up as
prisoners of war?
Figure : 7.
A field postcard
was sent home by
Fritz shortly after
he had arrived at
Przemysl. (Fig.7).
The
postmark
reads ‘Siedliska bei
Przemysl * Koto
Przemysl 19August
1914.’ This was a
village adjacent to
the fort and 9 km.
from the centre of
the city.
In manuscript he stated; K.u.K.Landsturm Artill. 24/2 Werk 1/1 Siedliska bei Przemysl Galizian.
Fort 1/1 was in Sector 1/Fort1 and was given the name Salis-Soglio . It was situated on a
dominant hill in sub-section V1 of the city.

Figure : 8. Map showing a close -up of Siedliska.
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Its complement was comprised of a Commander, three infantry officers, three artillery officers
and 400 NCOs and men.
Professor Alexander Watson made a very interesting comment about Fritz’s field post card;
‘…extremely rare and exciting to find a card from that historic location. Whether he was stationed there for the
battle in October is less certain. The fort’s ordnance was manned at that time by a regular regiment from ViennaFortress Artillery Regiment 1. I suppose that the Landsturmartillerieregiment 24/2- to which your soldier
belonged-was, at the early stage of the war at which the card was written, garrisoning the fort while the FAR 1
was still in transit to Przemysl. Frankly, given what happened at 1/1 he was certainly better off elsewhere.
Unfortunately, it’s almost impossible now to visit Fort 1/1. All Siedliska forts 1/1 to 1/6 are now in a
Ukrainian military border zone…’
This field postcard is the only one of Fritz’s cards, in the writer’s collection, sent from Przemysl,
the remaining nine were all sent from captivity.
We now turn our attention to Karl Koller.
K.u.K. Reserve corporal Karl Koller, a soldier in the 27th Marschbattalion, was wounded whilst
serving with Army Group Kovess, 3rd Army, in front of Przemysl. His regiment retreated leaving
him in Fortress Festungsspital No.2, Pavilion No.3. The evidence for this is shown in the
envelope (Fig.9) sent by his parents from Graz. It is postmarked 21st September 1914 and sent a
few days before the first siege. Blue crayon indicated that it could not be delivered and was
returned.

Figure : 9.
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Shortly after the first siege was lifted and before the second siege commenced, Karl managed to
send a field postcard home to Graz (Fig.10). It has no postmark but a cachet suggests that he
had been discharged from hospital and sent to a new regiment in the fortress. A cachet;
‘K.k.Landsturminfanterieregiment / Jungbunzlau Nro.10 / 3 Feldbatallion’ censors the card. This was a
Czech regiment. It has a manuscript date, Przemysl 27th October and was written in
kurrenschrift.(i) He wrote ‘Dear Parents,… imagine my surprise to receive your letter after two months…’
Figure : 10.
There was no
further
correspondence
in the small
collection until
the five cards he
sent home from
his time as a
POW.

Figure : 11.
Figure 11 shows s a postcard titled in German translates as; ‘Eastern battleground. Colonel
General Heir to the Throne Karl Franz Josef with the Commander of Fortress Przemysl General
of Infantry Kusmanck’. The significance of this card is that the meeting took place in Przemysl
on the 1st November 1914 only days before the army abandoned the fortress and its garrison to
the fate of the second siege and surrender.
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Only a few weeks passed before the Russians had again invested Przemysl after it had been
relieved on the 9th October 1915. By the 10th November the second siege commenced.

Figure : 12.
Lt. Eduard Strympl sent a field postcard (Fig.12) to a friend in hospital near Prague in
November. It is postmarked K.u.K.Feldpostamt 29- 13th November 1915. It has a circular cachet;
K.und K. 9 Korps Kommando. This Corps H.Q. was part of the Habsburg 3rd Army which had been
holding the front line at the end of the first siege.
After pushing forward near the River San between the 14th-17th October, superior Russian forces
caused them to retreat to both sides of Przemysl, a position they held between 23rd-28th October.
They were forced to retreat again on the 4th November with the whole of the 3rd Army to the
Carpathian Mountain passes.
He posted this card near the village of Polany, about 50 kms. east of Przemysl. The second siege
lasted until the 22nd March 1915 when the city was forced to surrender. It remained in Russian
hands for approximately three months, during which time the attempts at ‘Russification’ had
little impact. However, their treatment of the Jewish population was brutal.

Figure : 13.
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A postcard (Fig.13) of the May 3rd Bridge in Przemysl was sent by a Russian soldier and dated
21st April 1915. The postmark reads ‘Reserve Feldpost Office’ and the unit handstamp ‘(?)
Infantry Division, 15th Company’ (part had been crossed out by the censor). It was addressed to
Korneshty in Bessarabia province, now Moldova.

Figure : 13a.
Almost as soon as the Russians entered the city the German and Austro-Hungarian offensive
was about to begin. By mid-May Conrad ordered the Habsburg army to take Przemysl, but their
attempt failed and it was left to the Germans to drive out the Russians by the 3rd June. As the
Russians left the city the May 3rd bridge was destroyed (Fig.14).

Figure : 14.
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A field postcard (Fig 15) was sent by Alfred Mayer to a friend in Munich. Postmarked FeldPostexped 8 Bayer Res. Div. 8 June 1915. The cachet reads: Bayr.Res.-Feld-Art.-Regt. Nr.8 I.Batterie/BriefStempel.

Figure : 15.
This division left Alsace in May 1915 and were sent to help with the re-capture of Przemysl.
They became part of the German 11th Army. The card was written on the 7th May 1915 (as they
were leaving France) but not posted until the 8th June when they were in Przemysl. However,
they were back in Alsace by the end of July!
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Przemysl Siege Airmails.
Any postal history article about the two sieges usually mentions the provisional airmail service set
up by the Austrian air force during both sieges. It was not philatelically motivated, simply a
means whereby the defenders could communicate with the outside world. It illustrates for the
first time in history that mail-laden airplanes landed and took off within a completely surrounded
fortress.
Mail from the first siege is extremely rare, as are the cards from the balloon flights. The writer
only has examples from the special light-weight cards issued during the second siege on the 6th
January 1915.
The flights are usually numbered from 1 (first and only flight in the first siege) to 14 (last flight
that crashed in Russian - held territory).
The cards issued on the 6th January 1915 were sold at the Head Post Office in Przemysl and cost
50 heller each with the proceeds going towards a fund for the widows and orphans of the flight
crews. These light-weight cards were issued in five colours: yellow (38% of total flights flown,
approximately), green (26%), rose (24%), grey-green (6%) and blue (6%). Many were damaged
because of the thinness of the card.
The following example (Fig.16) describes the various cachets etc.
A. Circular control mark 1X./54. Head Post Office in Przemysl. There are five different types
based on diameter.
B. Official censor mark ZENSURIERT applied after the unit censor had checked the mail which
sometimes is confirmed by a signature in ink or pencil (see this example).
C. Flight cachet; Fliergerpost Przemysl /1915.
D. Official serial number (commenced 11th January 1915).

Figure : 16.
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A green Feldpostkorrespondenzkarte (Fig.17) from Flight 9 has a manuscript date for 26th
January 1915 and was addressed to Budapest (most of the soldiers in Przemysl were Hungarian).
It has the month (Janner) added to the flight cachet.
Further interest can be seen in the message where at least eight people have signed the card
including a doctor. (Fig.17a)

Figure : 17 & 17a
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Another example (Fig.18) from Flight 13 was the last of the flights to land at Brzesko. It was
piloted by Lt. Stanger, with Captain Lehmann as observer. A grey-green card, again sent to
Hungary. It carried mail collected in Przemysl between 17th February and the 20th March.
This mail was delayed and not delivered in some cases until June 1915. Sent to Grete Heinrick by
her husband and was received on the 23rd June 1915

Figure : 18.

Captivity.
As soon as the Russians captured Przemysl, they started to march the soldiers into captivity. First
of all, they separated the officers from the men and by the end of the second week all the
officers and half the men were on their way to railheads for transfer to camps. The last to leave
in May were those from the hospitals.
According to the Hague convention of 1907, the officers were destined to have a comfortable
existence, no need to work, a regular salary and in the camps, they could have a servant.
However, this was not always the case in Russia! The other ranks, who were already in a poor
condition when they left Przemysl were not accorded the same conditions of captivity and were
quite often forced to endure terrible conditions of cold and starvation in Asiatic Russia.
We can only make an educated guess as to how Karl Koller arrived at his first camp but he
probably was marched eastwards to Lwow or Brody and then by rail in cattle wagons to Kiev, the
large Russian transit camp, over 400 miles away. Here the Hungarians and Austrian Germans
were sent mainly to Turkestan but Karl was sent all the way along the Trans- Siberian railway to
Nikolsk-Ussuriski, a few miles north of Vladivostok (Fig.19). The first of five Red Cross reply
postcards, (all were sent to his sister in Graz) was dated in manuscript 13 th November 1915.
Unlike the earlier card sent whilst he was still in Przemysl, this was written in German and not
kurrenschrift(i) presumably because the Russian censors would not allow it. The message on this
card stated that he had received two parcels on the 4th November and the 9th November and nine
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cards. He went on to say that he was happy that everybody was healthy and he was the same –
‘Thank God’. He mentioned that another packet had not yet arrived but he hoped to get it later
that month. The Russian censor mark is for Odessa and the card has the usual red Vienna
triangular censor. He appears to give his address in manuscript as Nykolsk- Usuriski 11
P.C.Rotte/273 Drassine/11 Lager. In the other card from this camp, he gives the number 728.

Figure : 19.
The first transport of prisoners arrived at this camp from Przenysl on 11th May 1915. We do not
know if Karl arrived at this time but we know that the journey would have taken about six
weeks. Frau von Hannecken from Tientsin arrived at the camp a day later with a consignment of
1,200 beds. At the camp the K.G. Hospital, although quite large, had become overcrowded with
the arrival of the Przemysl prisoners. Dr..Drexel celebrated the arrival of the beds with a fair on
the 20th May 1915.
The second card sent to his sister was dated in manuscript 20th December 1915. Again, there was
no postmark but both Russian and Austrian censors. Karl commented that he had received
nothing from Lausa Neuman but that he would receive a packet later that day. He seemed to
suggest that if anything was missing the blame would ‘lie on our people’. Apparently, it could
take four months for a card to arrive from Austria.
In March 1916 an alarming number of prisoners died of TB but it is possible that by this date
Karl had been transferred to a camp in European Russia. He was certainly not in the camp by
May 1917 when news of the revolution reached Nikolsk Ussuriski. Karl had been moved to
Schudowo (his spelling). Tschudowo (today Chudouo) was 80 kms. NNE of Novgorod on a
railway line between Moscow and Petrograd.
This card (Fig.20) sent was dated in manuscript 11th December 1917. It received the Russian date
stamp for Tschudowo Novgorod dated 13th December 1917. Also, the rectangular boxed censor
for Petrograd. (This censor mark is poor on all three cards but enough is readable to identify
from the relevant texts). The Vienna censor is found on all the cards. The other two cards have
manuscript dates for the 7th and 8th January 1918. They both have a small double circle with
what seems to be the number ‘38’, probably a control stamp used in Petrograd.
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Figure : 20.
The first message told his sister that he was well, that it had been a holiday and that there had
been celebrations in Petrograd. He hoped to see her in 1918. The same theme continued on the
other cards. He also acknowledged receiving 12 roubles 80 kopeks which would make things
bearable for him, but stated that both he and his colleagues had spent a miserable Christmas and
New Year.
Keith Tranmer in an article in the Forces Postal History Society Journal described the POW
experience of Fritz Fnadschek as he was moved between camps, until he finally returned home
to his wife, Poldi, in Oberberg, Blindenmarkt (approx. 80 kms. due east of Vienna). The writer
was able to obtain nine cards, mostly the Red Cross return type, from an auction in 1999 and the
small selection provided examples of each camp where Fritz spent time.
Figure : 21.
As
mentioned
previously
the
majority
of
Hungarian
and
Austrian
POWs
from
Przemysl
were
sent
to
Turkestan and the
fourth card (Fig.21)
that Fritz sent to
his wife was from
Station Kasalinsk (a
few miles east of
the Aral Sea) on the
railway line to
Tashkent, over 400
th
miles to the south in Turkestan. Written on the 28 June 1915, it received the Tashkent civil
postmark on the 25th June 1915 (again we presume that Fritz is using the Julian calendar). The
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card had the oval censor in purple for Tashkent. Translated it reads ‘Turkestans Local / Military
Censorship / Commission.’ Also, the Vienna circular censor in red (27mm) ‘Osterreich und im
Ungarn Gesellschaften vom Roten Kruze’. All the cards from Turkestan have the manuscript
initials of the censor in crayon and one used the initial ‘A’ on all the cards whereas the other
censor mark had different initials (Russian?).
This message to his wife is similar to the message on most of his cards, a constant need for her
to send him money!
My Dear Poldi. 29thJune 1915. No news and no money received and it is difficult, please
send urgently 50 roubles through the Bank/Money order/ by the quickest route. Telegraph when
you have the money. If you have difficulty perhaps Herr Linhart will be good enough to help
you. Otherwise, I am doing well and have no trouble, Greetings, Fritz’.
Fritz was still in Station Kasalinsk in September 1915 when he sent his seventh card home. The
only difference in the postal/censor strikes on this card was the use of the Vienna triangular
censor ‘K.u.K. Gemeinsames Zentralnachweisebureau Zensur – Abteilung Wien’.
In the message, apart from stating that he had received money and wanted her to send more in
October, he mentioned that he was hoping to be moved.
According to Tranmer, Fritz was moved 620 miles south to Trokoe Lager (Tranmer spelling) in
late 1915. As Tashkent is 450 miles south of Station Kasalinsk and Samarkand another 150 miles
SW of Tashkent, it is possible that the camp was somewhere between the two cities. Another
source places this lager a few miles NW of Tashkent.
Fritz sent a card to his brother Richard on the 7th January 1916 which was posted in Tashkent on
6th January 1916. It had the same post/censor marks as the previous cards but the Russian censor
had obliterated at least four lines of the message. Two further cards were sent to his wife. One
written on the 1st June 1916 was only forwarded from Tashkent on the 2nd July 1916, quite a
delay if the thirteen days of the Georgian calendar is added. The other card (Fig. 22) was written
on the 21st July 1916 and posted on the 25th September 1916, a delay of over 90 days. It has a
Tashkent censor. Apart from the continual request for more money he said that he had heard
that Uncle Johann had died and Fritz enquired ‘what disposition did he make…’ Was he hoping
that they had been left some money? On other cards he requested insect powder, underclothes
and hard-baked chocolate.
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Figure : 22.
In the late summer of 1916 Fritz was moved again to a camp east of the Ural Mountains. He
went via Samarkand, Ufa, Tscheljabinsk, Katerineburg, Nigchni-Tagil and then to Tiumen. From
here he took a boat to Turinsk, in the district of Tobolsk. (Fig. 23) Map of both their journeys).

Figure : 23.
A card written on the 21st October 1916 was posted at Turinsk on the 11th October 1916. It was
censored at Omsk, a town on the Trans-Siberian railway. A manuscript address ‘Government
Factory Trading Post in Tobolsk Siberia’. It was them censored in Vienna before forwarded to
his wife. Message reads,
…Have a great deal of work to do…am fit and healthy. Am still outside in the woods
employed in surveying and measuring. It is a pity I do not have my drill and my three barrelled
gun’.
A further card (Fig. 24) was written on the 7th January 1917 and postmarked Turinsk 27th
December 1916 . Omsk censor. No Vienna censor mark.
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Figure : 24.
‘Have spent the past eight days in the woods with a great deal of time on my horse… I was 25
kms. into the forest and waited until midnight for someone to take me back…I am getting POW
nerves… Have you sent my underclothes, I am waiting for them in great discomfort? I am
earning quite well now and money is less important’.
A final card from Fritz to his wife was dated in manuscript 28th June 1918. It was sent from a
camp where returning prisoners were held for 25 days before being allowed home. The Austrian
authorities were extremely cautious about men returning from Russia, especially escapees,
anticipating that a number of them may have been influenced by the Bolsheviks. There is no
postmark, only a Vienna censor.
K.u.K Heimkehr lager, Cholojow Ettapenpost 142 4th Komp. 1 Zug
‘My Dearest, I am so happy having arrived with 21 others by train to this Heimkehr lager where I
must wait for 25 days before leaving, for which I can hardly wait. When I have time, tomorrow, I
shall write you a letter, but about my escape from Siberia you will have to wait but I shall soon be
able to relate to you. It will not be easy to know where to begin. With a 1000 kisses ever yours,
Fritz.’
Thanks to Keith Tranmer we know that Fritz returned home after his period of service and
captivity but so far, the writer does not know what happened to Karl.
References.
1. Keith Tranmer, Przemysl 1914-1918.
2. Speeckaert, A. Russian Postal Censorship 1914-1918.
3. German and Austrian Field and Censorship Groups 1989, Zivilpost-Zensur in
Osterreich-Hngarn 1914-1918 Handbuch und Katalog.
4. ‘kurrenschrift’ (i) An old form of German-language handwriting based on late medieval cursive
writing, also known as Kurrentschrift ("cursive script"), deutsche Schrift ("German script")
and German cursive. Over the history of its use into the first part of the 20th century, many
individual letters acquired variant forms. https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kurrent
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Feedback
Dr. Michael Gould
In the article First International Occupation of Shkoder Journal # 329 pages 621 to 629 there
are unfortunately a number of misinterpretations of the marks applied. London 172/3 are datestamps of the Inland Section, the number is that of the stamp. These are dealt with in the
Introduction to my book on naval mails when I note that certain numbers appear to have been
reserved for stamped ship-mail. Numbers 172 to 177 are in the list. The 1d IS O and M are
standard postage-due marks. IS stands for Inland Section and O and M are the marks reference
letter - there are others. Since these items are marked ‘No stamps available’ they have been
charged at a single rate rather than the normal double rate.
Unstamped mail from France before free postage was treated the same way, as was, I
think I am right in saying, unstamped mail from the army training camps. Before the advent of
dues there was no way of telling if the charge had been collected. Postage due stamps were
introduced to properly account the charges. The stamp was applied in the delivery office as
Figure 6 and is a receipt for the collected charge. If the recipient was out the item was taken back
to the office, the books updated and new stamps applied. If the charge was not collected and the
item delivered the postman had to pay it. This continued until quite recently when inflation
reduced a double-charge for the short-fall to a trifling amount. The system was then changed to
short-fall plus a handling charge, which has gone up several times since.
Figure 8 is cancelled by Foreign Section date-stamp number 15, also in my list of
numbers. This shows the item came ashore in a ship’s bag, possibly to Southampton. This item
was not posted in London as is stated.
I don't know why Figure 6 has a London EC marking as it bears an Inland Section due mark. I
would have expected it to have gone to the mail-train for Leeds from IS. Perhaps the item was
mis-directed to London EC.
This is an interesting article on a branch of military history that most of us probably
know nothing about.
Graham Mark also wrote as shown:
Here are some bits of biography for some of the officers mentioned,
Front cover: It is good to see that a Major Gen pre-censored his letters and then had to delete
the obsolete marking. I had half a dozen such covers from a junior ADC in the cavalry Lt WM
(Pat) Armstrong, who was first in F&F then to Gallipoli 29Div with Gen DeLisle and stayed
with that Division in staff jobs until k.i.a in the Battle of Amiens May 1917. (This Armstrong
collection is now with Limerick University).
p.624: Robert Alexander Colvin, k.i.a 10th March 1915 when Capt & Adjutant.
Same item: Capt Louis Montague Cradock Hartopp was born in 1884 and was Adjutant of 7th
Bn from 1st November 1912, Capt from 22nd January 1914, Acting Major in 18 & 19, to Tank
Corps as Maj 8th August 1923, Retired 31Oct27.
p.627: George Lyton Crossman, born 1877, got an MiD twice and a DSO in S Africa, Capt 26 th
May 1904, Major 1st September 1915, temp LtCol and GSO1 11th November 1917, Brevet LtCol
33rd June 1918, subst 14th March 1925, Col 14th March 1929, Retired 1934.
His DSO was for good service, not a fighting citation, (LG 31st October 1902) in 1916 he got a
CMG.
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Response to Query 407: Canadian Cancel FPO SC.11
Michael Dobbs
In response to Query 407 in Journal # 329 let us bring references more up-to-date,
rather than rely upon very old Society Newsletters which don’t actually answer the query! Figure
1 - the BNAPS Catalogue below states that FPO SC.11 was used by Canadian Reinforcement
Units in Aldershot between June 1940 and February 1946. Various postal markings are known
including steel and rubber datestamps and Krag machines. Also 5 CIRU stands for 5 Canadian
Infantry Reinforcement Unit. From the similarity of the two illustrations I have assumed that
the 5 CIRU address is on the reverse of the FPO SC.11 cover.
I have carried out some research into the early Canadian arrivals in the UK from various
Canadian war diaries held at The National Archives (there is still a great deal of work to be
done). This shows that No 5 Canadian Division Infantry Reinforcement Unit became No 5
Canadian Infantry Reinforcement Unit (Armoured Division) with effect from 21 January 1942.
A Location Statement as at 18 February 1942 shows 5 CIRU to be located at Louisburg South
Barracks, Bordon under HQ ‘F’ Group Reinforcement Units. However, on 22 April 1942 CIRU
(AD) moved from Louisburg Barracks, Bordon to Salamanca Barracks, Aldershot, under
command of HQ 'D' Group Reinforcement Units.
The unit which operated FPO SC.11 was known as No 4 Detachment CPC which was
formed with effect from 26 June 1941 for operations in the Aldershot area. On 27 June the
FPO opened "immediately" upon verbal instructions received from Canadian Postal Corps
(CPC) HQ. Initially the Detachment came under the direct control of CPC HQ, but on 2 July
1941 it was placed under the control of OC No 2 Detachment CPC for administration, with
both detachments forming Postal Detachments, Canadian Base Units. In the circulation of
mails as from Monday 8 December 1941 FPO SC.11 began to function as a distributing office
for the whole Canadian Base Units (CBU) area. All entries in the circulation scheme that showed
distribution to FPOs SC.3, SC.4, SC.5 and SC.12 were to be changed to show SC.11.
The FPO SC.760 datestamp shown is in fact Query 12 of FPHS Newsletter No 4
(November 1953): “A mark assumed to be of Canadian origin - on G.B. stamps and also
stampless. Can anyone give further details of this and further numbers in the series?”. Further
numbers were indeed given in the response in FPHS Newsletter No 6 (March 1954) as shown at
Figure 1a of Query 407. All these are Canadian FPOs connected with North West Europe and
nothing to do with SC.11 - the numbering in the 7xx series follows on from British Stationery
offices numbered APO S.676 to S.750 (not all numbers used), then Canadian FPO SC.751 to
SC.775 followed by British Stationery offices APO E.776 to E.788 (E for Eclipse, the operation
name for the occupation of Germany).
Figure 2 - A letter showing the address “Allied Military Government, 13 Corps, C.M.F.” I believe that this relates to Trieste. The abbreviation CMF is the British military address Central
Mediterranean Force - if it is C.M.P. then I believe it is a typing error or else it is a very poor
strike of the letter F; however, I cannot tell from the small size of the illustration.
The Allied Military Government of Occupied Territories (originally AMGOT, later
shortened to just AMG) was the form of military rule administered by Allied forces during and
after World War 2 within European territories they occupied. The port of Trieste was formally
occupied by elements of Eighth Army on 3 May 1945 and on 9 June 1945 it was announced in
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Washington that a temporary military administration of the Italian province of Venezia Giulia,
which included Trieste, had been agreed between the USA, UK and Yugoslavia. Thus AMG
came to Trieste. Trieste was divided for administrative purposes into two zones: Zone A in the
north, including the city, was under British and American control; Zone B in the south was
under the Yugoslavs.
XIII Corps (13th Corps), part of Eighth Army, occupied Austria and the North Eastern
corner of Italy including Trieste at the end of World War 2. On disbandment in 1946, HQ XIII
Corps became HQ British Element Trieste Force (BETFOR). BETFOR retained the old XIII
Corps badge (a leaping red gazelle in a white circle, all outlined black, on a red diamond with a
narrow black outer border). A little after the date of the letter but nevertheless useful
information: on 10 January 1947 the United Nations Security Council accepted the role of
guarantor of the integrity and independence of the Free Territory of Trieste (FTT). On 10
February 1947 the Treaty of Peace with Italy was signed (Italy had surrendered in 1943). Italy
had sovereignty over the area of the newly established FTT for only 27 years, from 1920 to 1947.
On 15 September 1947 the Treaty of Peace with Italy came into force and the British-US Allied
Military Government (AMG) of the Free Territory of Trieste (FTT) declared that the new
independent State was established. However, on 5 October 1954, the London Memorandum
was signed in London by the USA, UK, Italy and Yugoslavia. As a result most of the northern
zone was incorporated into Italy whilst the southern zone went to Yugoslavia.

Sources:
The BNAPS Catalogue of Canadian Military Mail Markings, Volume 2 The World War 2 Era 19361945 Compiled and Edited by C.D. Sayles Published by the British North America Philatelic Society Ltd,
April 2011
Imperial War Museum Formation Badge XIII Corps/BETFOR (Retrieved 12/9/2021)
https://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/item/object/30071684

Official website of the Free Trieste Movement (Retrieved 12/9/2021)
https://triestelibera.one/home/english/international-treaties
Wikipedia Allied Military Government page (Retrieved 12/9/2021)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Allied_Military_Government_of_Occupied_Territories
Wikipedia Free State of Trieste (Retrieved 12/9/2021)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_Territory_of_Trieste
JSTOR: Military Occupation of Trieste Article 43 of the Hague Regulations and the Judicial System
https://www.jstor.org/stable/1225990 (Retrieved 12/9/2021
Dean Mario also wrote in as follows,
Many thanks for the above journal which arrived late last week. Thanks too for the A+ job with
the Panouse article. You will already have received several response to Edward Caesley's Query
407 by now, but here is "my two pence worth":
FPO S.C.11 is connected with D. Group, Canadian Reinforcement Units, Hampshire, Aldershot
from June 1940 to February 1946. Hammer "2" was proofed on 2 June 1942.
See pp. 192-193 of C.D. Sayles, Ed. The BNAPS Catalogue of Canadian Military Mail
Markings, Vol.2: The World War 2 Era, 1936-1945, BNAPS, April 2011.
Further to the question related to 5 CIRU, it's the 5th Canadian Infantry Reinforcement Unit.
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First International Occupation of Shkodër
CORRECTION
Michael Dobbs
I refer to the article by John Kelion under the above heading in Journal No 329 and have
to correct John on a number of issues dealing with designations used in connection with the
British postal service during this period as follows:
(a)
The reference to “Royal Mail” is misleading as at this stage the correct designation of the
government department operating the postal service in the UK was the General Post Office
(GPO) or simply the Post Office.
(b)
The references to datestamps LONDON 172 and 173 as “London Sorting Office” is
misleading as there was no such designation; the correct designation of the office which used
these datestamps is London Inland Section (London IS dealt with mail arriving from abroad for
provincial addresses, mail for London being handled by the London EC District Office). The
numbers 172 and 173 simply identified the individual datestamps.
(c)
The references to ISO and ISM as “International Sorting Office” and “Inland Sorting
Mail” are both incorrect. IS stands for Inland Section (at Mount Pleasant, London EC) and the
two 1d deficiency cachets carry base letters O and M to differentiate between them.
References:
1. Collect British Postmarks (9th Edition); Edited by Bill Pipe (page 356)
Published by Stanley Gibbons, December 2013

Graham Mark also wrote in:
p.625: The charge mark 1d / I.S. /M.
I.S. means Inland Section, M is the duty. Such handstamps were lettered from A upwards and
clearly the more common the value the more handstamps had to be provided so some further
along the alphabet are known. I have seen a 2½d /I.S. /S.

*************************
.
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WWII Italian P.O.W. Camps in the U.K. Updates
Dean W. Mario
The following are new reports and new dates to update David Trapnell's series on
U.K. P.O.W. Camps which held Italians (FPHS Journals #308, Summer 2016 to #312,
Summer 2017).
#14
#17*
#25
#26
#52*
#58
#65
#73
#74
#77
#83
#90
#91
#100
#121
#125
#131

25-12-44
4-12-43
30-9-41
8-10-44
14-8-43
6-2-44
21-10-45
9-3-43
26-3-44
8-4-44
23-6-44
2-9-45 & 24-9-45 (p.o. dater 22-9-45)
5-8-43
19-2-44
3-12-45
3-1-46
16-11-45 & 19-12-45

*Illustrated

#133* 21-4-46 & 24-3-46 (and new oval
type & note postman's h/s #4)
#138* 22-12-45
#153 29-1-46 & 17-8-45
#211* 21-11-43
#254* 13-1-46 & 8-12-45 (note postman's
h/s #4)
#590* 8-3-45
#606* 24-6-44 (note new type "606CAMP")
#618* 26-2-45
#619* 13-2-45 (note new type "619-IWG")
#621 14-9-44
#639 21-1-45
#701/A4* 21-11-45 (note new satellite
camp)
#701 6-4-45
#779* 7-10-45

Figure : 1 . Camp No 17
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Figure : 2. Camp No 52
Circular Hand-stamp in
Purple. Number confirmed
in address.

Figure : 3. Camp No 133

Figure : 4. Camp No 133 Ex Camp No 153

Figure : 5. Camp No 254

Figure : 5a. (4) Postman’s Hand-stamp
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Figure : 6. Camp No 606

Figure : 7. Camp No 618

Figure : 8. Camp No 619
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Figure : 9. Camp No 701 ‘A4’ New Satellite Camp

Figure : 10. Camp No 779
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The French Revolution 1789 – 1799
John Cowlin
An entire letter to Thomas McLelland. Esq. Signet, Ayr, N. Britain.
From Alexander McAdams, serving on board H.M.S. Royal Sovereign, Torbay, 6th October 1799.
Postage concession rate of 1d, with the red London Paid datestamp OCT 8 99, (only in use July
to December 1799).
Countersigned by an officer: “Lt. Maserell, R. Sovereign”.

Figure : 1.
“My Dear friend I take the opportunity of sending you these few lines. I in hope that
they will find you in perfect good health as this leaves me in at present thanks be too god for it, I
would wrote you before but I had not the least opportunity until now, as I am just now arrived
here from blockading the combined fleets in the harbour of Brest, where we have been these
four months past they consisting of sixty five sail of the line and we are in daily expectation of
them coming out which occasions us to be always out at sea I hope you will return an answer as
soon as this comes to your hand, for I expect to sail in a very short time.
Alex McAdams.”
With the Anglo Russian invasion of Holland planned from late June 1799 it became
essential to keep the French navy blockaded so they could not help in landing more troops or
supplies. If the French navy had escaped, they could have interrupted the British supply lines.
Thus Brest, where 65 French ships were anchored, was an integral part of the Holland
campaign.
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Figure : 2.
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Figure : 3.
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Civilian mail through a WW1 Field Post Office
Neil Ritchie
I collect mail going through the Canadian Expeditionary Force (CEF) Postal Corps all of which
is military in nature until I found a cover on eBay (Fig. 1) which was very unusual as it appears
that a civilian had posted a letter through a WW1 FPO. Up until then I had assumed that since
FPOs operate within restricted military zones i.e. non-military personnel were not allowed,
civilian mail wasn't a possibility. In fact at that time it was the only example I'd ever seen (that
had been carried by the CEF, other parts of the BEF I have no knowledge of).

Figure :1. Letter posted at FPO 2B on the 1st April 1917 - 1st Canadian Division, 2nd Brigade,
during security phase III, February to 30 June 1917 (my collection).
The letter was addressed to Mr Henry Hunt, 10 Powlett Place, Chalk Farm, London NW1. In
the 1915 Post Office directory he is listed as living then at 23 Powlett Place and classified as a
cycle maker.
It's most likely that the sender is a civilian as otherwise they would have had free post privilege
and therefore no need to pay. The Empire letter rate of 1d per ounce or fraction (Ref.1) thereof
was due as the CEF is for all intents and purposes part of Canada. The charged rate of 2d would
suggest that the letter weighed between 1 and 2oz, but the envelope weighs a small fraction of an
ounce and the envelope size precludes any significant weight increase that was likely to take it
over an ounce. Interestingly the eBay seller was also concerned with this apparent anomaly and
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had postulated that the 2d rate paid was made up of the soldiers free privilege + the 2d
Registration fee and surmised that the Registration label had fallen off. No sign of a Registration
label ever having been applied so is it perhaps a mis-charge by the postal clerk?
It is most likely that the letter had been handed directly to the FPO's postal clerk as the majority
of military mail was censored within the military unit the soldier was attached to before it
entered the postal system, in this case that hadn't happened and it was censored by the “Base
censor”. The censor mark type CM5 Nº 3494 has been allocated to the 50th Battalion, 10th
Brigade, 4th CEF Division, this is based on one other cover where the sender had been identified
plus the following comment “this number is associated with a base censor (applied over censor
tape)” (2) which matches this cover.
Then a second cover was discovered on eBay, this one was posted later on the 23rd May 1917 at
FPO 3B, 1st Canadian Division, 3rd Brigade during the same security phase and is addressed to
the same person. This time it was censored not at Base but by a member of the 11th Brigade and
posted at the 3rd Brigade, somewhat confusing.

Figure : 2. This letter has been processed by the 1st Canadian Division, 3rd Brigade's Postal Clerk
and cancelled FPO 3B. (Sold on eBay)
Examining the 3rd Infantry Brigade's war diary entry for the 23rd May it shows that they were
stationed at Chateau de la Haie (nicknamed Valcartier Camp by the Canadians). A supposition is
that the letter writer may have been a French military contractor providing support and training,
although it's possible that this could be discounted as military contractors were given free postal
privilege under BEF regulations. However the person they were writing to was in the cycle
manufacturing business and could have been a cycle supplier.
Just for interest this cover is censored by Private James Henry Bain, dob 14.6.1891, who served
with the 87th Battalion part of 11th Brigade, 4th Infantry Division. He received the Military Medal
for Gallantry in the Field for his action during the attack on Vimy Ridge 9 th April and received it
on the 30th May. He was reported missing 14th August 1917).(Ref.3)
The censor mark type CM5 Nº 3161 has been allocated to the 3rd Brigade HQ, (confirmed by a
number of examples)(Ref.2), and is correctly associated with FPO 3B.
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BEF Field Service Regulations (Ref.4) laid down that "Private postal correspondence of...civilians
employed by or accompanying the army is permitted …..All such correspondence must be
posted in boxes or offices controlled by the army postal service.” It is interesting to note that
Major Murray, Assistant Director of Postal Service of the Canadian Postal Corps, didn't ratify
that the CEF was following the BEF Postal regulations until late 1918. So how they actually dealt
with a civilian's private correspondence I have yet to determine, with over 4 years of Major
Murray's War Diary to go through it could take some time to find out, if ever. However as this is
only the second cover I have ever seen it must have been a very rare occurrence or we may have
just been unlucky that others have not survived.
Regarding the franking, I contend that it is unlikely that two different postal clerk mis-charged
the postage rate, so looking at the similarities of the two covers - the particular combination of a
½d and 1d adhesives, the same location and order on the envelope, plus the same ½d postal
stationery - perhaps the envelopes were supplied to the writer already incorrectly pre-stamped?
We'll never know.
Reference
1. Empire postage rates “Post Office Guide, 1st January 1916”
2. Canadian CM5 Censor Numbers compiled by Wayne Schnarr, Canadian Military Mail
Study Group (CMMSG)
3. Library and Archives Canada
4. Field Service Regulations Part 2 1909 p130 section 100
*******************************************

Query 408 : Royal Navy Concession Rate cachet
Michael Dobbs
I have received a query concerning the use of a Royal Navy concession rate cachet on
mail. The cachet concerned is a two-line cachet inscribed CONCESSION RATE / R.N.
PERSONNEL. This has been applied over an 8 cent Straits Settlements stamp overprinted
BMA MALAYA on a cover addressed to Australia. There is no postal marking nor is there any
return address on the reverse. The person who sent it to me wanted to know if the cachet was
genuine and any information about its use, particularly applying it over the postage stamp (see
Fig1). I placed it on our Discussion Forum and Nick Colley responded with an example of a
near identical cachet except his has a straight line between the two-lined inscription (see Fig2).
In addition, Nick’s cover has no postage stamp, is postmarked RAFPOST DELHI on 8 SEP. 46
(8th September 1946) and is addressed to England; it's endorsed “By Air Mail” and “From H.M.
Ship”. Again there is nothing on the reverse.
It appears the person making the enquiry had previously approached one of our
members (Susan McEwan) who has also posted a response on our Forum. Susan states that 8c
was the normal surface letter rate (for GB and Empire) during the BMA period. The
Concession rate was 6c then later 10c. In correspondence with me, Susan states that her
husband responded to the person as follows: “I suspect this was applied to loose Forces mail but
is not applied in Singapore or elsewhere in Malaya but applied on arrival at a Forces P.O. in
Australia. I have seen other Forces straight line marks but not this one! Specifically for R.N. and
not R.A.N.”
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The questions are:
1.
2.
3.

Does any member have identical or similar cachets to these two - if so please send me
details.
Does any member know where this cachet (Fig1) was applied - Malaya or Australia or
where?
Is it considered to be a genuine cover or a contrived or fake cover?

Figure : 1.

Figure : 2.
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Red Cross P.O.W. mail
Phil Schreiber
Shortly after the Nazis took over Czechoslovakia in World War II my brother Louis, a stamp
collector, corresponded with a Czech collector whose mail was ultimately sent back marked
"return to sender - reason: unknown." Louis sent an inquiry to the missing persons bureau of
the International Red Cross in Switzerland. The response included the "gebuhrenfrie" cards
shown here from the Central Office for prisoners of war. Each card shows a small red
rectangular "MIL.P." cachet. Since the collector, Emil Chudoba of Stonova could not be located,
Louis sent another inquiry to the Commanding General of the German troops in
Czechoslovakia who responded that although he could not help in locating Chudoba, since he
himself was a stamp collector, was mailing the latest stamps issued by the German government
for Czechoslovakia. Louis kept the stamps, but gave me these postcards for my postcard
collection.

Figure : 1. & Figure : 2.
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Query 409 : German civilian pow in Canada
Phil Schreiber
During World War 2 mail to prisoners of war could be sent free. I am curious about the
individual who mailed this card. Can a reader identify the signature? The card is interesting to
me for a personal reason. I do not know who the recipient, Johan Karner was. But one of my
fellow employees at the pharmaceutical company I worked for after WWII had been interned
there at the time of the postmark. He had sought refuge in Canada because of the Nazi
government anti-Jewish edicts enforced in Germany.
When Canada went to war with
Germany he was interned at Old Fort Henry (i) as an "enemy alien." When the U.S.A. entered
the war two years later his experience in the German pharmaceutic industry was sought by my
employer. A few years later he contacted his former co-workers in Germany which resulted in
our manufacturing some of their popular products. Although I retired from the company in
1989, my thirty years association with the German co-worker and his former products makes
this P.O.W. card especially meaningful to me.
(i)

Old Fort Henry is located in Kingston, Ontario.
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World War II – A missionary doctor’s cover sent via Lourenço
Marques, Mozambique
Francis Rodrigues
The fun and pleasure from postal history covers comes through the journey of research and
investigation. Sometimes this can take many months or even years as additional snippets of
information come to light. After a long search I finally managed to find and secure the
information I needed. The cover featured in this article had been available for sale for a number
of years, with no takers until I finally took the plunge on a hunch that it initially matched
characteristics for one of my favourite topics. I am glad that I did!
A quick review shows fairly common features – a World War II (WW2) censored cover from
Lourenço Marques, Mozambique addressed to the United States of America (USA). Single usage
1$75E applied to cover surface rate to the USA and censored en route at South Africa with
censor tape and sealing censor cancel (Fig 1).

Figure :1. Personalised cover with Shanghai pre-printed sender’s details and addressed to
Pennsylvania, USA. Affixed with 1$75E, single usage of the 1938 issue (SG364) portraying the
image of Henry the Navigator, to cover the surface rate. Clear CDS of Lourenço Marques with
date 29.8.42 applied. Censored en route in South Africa with OPENED BY CENSOR tape and
tied with violet Censor A cancel.
Hattie Love Rankin, M.D.
The sender’s details partially covered by the censor tape has been extracted to reveal the
following:
Dr HATTIE LOVE RANKIN, M.D.
1542 SINZA ROAD (NEAR HART RD.)
SHANGHAI, CHINA
Hattie Love Rankin (6 February 1884 – 16 November 1960) was born in Tennessee, USA. She
graduated from the Women’s Medical College of Pennsylvania in 1911. The Woman’s Medical
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College of Pennsylvania (WMCP) was founded in 1850, and was the second medical institution
in the world established to train women in medicine to earn the Medical Doctor (M.D.) degree
(Fig. 2). Originally called the Female Medical College of Pennsylvania, the college changed its
name to the Woman’s Medical College of Pennsylvania in 1867. The associated Woman’s
Hospital of Philadelphia was founded in 1861.

Figure : 2.
With notable alumnae such as the second African-American female physician in the United
States, first Western-trained female physician to practice medicine in India, first licensed female
doctor in Syria, etc.
Dr Hattie Love Rankin served her internship in the Worcester Memorial Hospital, Worcester,
Mass. She joined the Methodist Church’s missionary program in 1913. She served on the staff of
the Woman’s Medical School and Hospital (Soochow, China) and the Mission Hospital
(Changchow, China).
Margaret Williamson College Hospital, Shanghai, China
Dr Rankin moved on to supervise the Margaret Williamson College Hospital (MWCH) in
Shanghai, China (Fig. 3). The MWCH was opened as a modern hospital by Dr Elizabeth
Reifsynder in June 1885. Dr Reifsynder had also graduated from the WMCP (in 1881), and had
moved to Shanghai in September 1883 after offering herself to the Woman’s Union Missionary
Society for the foreign field. The MWCH opened as a two room hut and developed into four
large buildings. The separate up-to-date maternity building was the first in China. It was the first
hospital opened in Shanghai to care for Chinese women and children.
The hospital was named after Margaret Williamson who had donated funds to buy land,
buildings, beds, instruments and medical staff. The Chinese knew it as the West Gate Women
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and Children’s Hospital. The hospital continued to grow through contributions and donations.
The Shanghai Union School of Nursing (continuation of the Margaret Williamson Hospital
School) was registered under the Nurses’ Association of China in 1921.
The hospital is now commonly known as the Red House Hospital – it is painted red (Obstetrics
and Gynaecology Hospital of Fudan University), and a teaching hospital in China which carries
the highest rating in the Chinese medical system. The logo features the Red House.
Dr Rankin was a member of the Board of Directors of the MWCH and served as
Superintendent of Hospital, Obstetrics. Over the period of her service, the hospital served
thousands of patients. Numerous nurses were trained at the corresponding School of Nursing.

Figure :3.Margaret Williamson College Hospital, Shanghai. Source: United States Navy (1915)
United States Naval Medical Bulletin (Public domained.), U.S. Government Printing Office. First
hospital opened in Shanghai exclusively for the care of Chinese women and children (1884).
Dr Florence Kraker
The cover is addressed to Dr Florence Kraker at Media in Pennsylvania. Dr Florence Kraker also
graduated from the WMCP (earlier in 1905). From 1907 to 1922 she taught obstetrics and
genecology as a member of staff of the Medical College and conducted a private practice at the
same time. It is highly probable that Dr Kraker had taught or worked with Dr Rankin during
their time at the Medical College.
In 1922 Dr Kraker went to Shanghai where she spent a year at the MWCH teaching. As a result
the hospital was able to offer short courses of special clinical work on obstetrics to young
Chinese women doctors. At this time, Dr Rankin was a member of the Board of Directors and
was on the staff register as the Superintendent of Hospital, Obstetrics.
Dr Kraker returned to the USA after the year in Shanghai and from 1925 practiced as a physician
in Media, Pennsylvania till she passed away in January 1950.
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Shanghai in the lead up to World War II
Hattie Frank Love married Charles Wright Rankin on 28 June 1929. Charles had travelled to
China as a missionary and set up the Soochow University Law School with the help of American
missionaries from the Methodist Episcopal Church. After their marriage, they established a clinic
in connection with the law school in Chenju. Dr Rankin worked as a physician in the Chinese
Red Cross Hospital in Shanghai and taught at the National Medical College there. Later, the
Rankins reopened their medical work as a hospital for women and children in Shanghai.
The Japanese invaded Shanghai in 1937 and bombarded the city. Foreigners who could,
evacuated en masse or suffered internment in Japanese camps outside the city. At that point, the
Japanese controlled Shanghai until their defeat at the hands of the Allied Powers in 1945.
Following the attack on Pearl Harbour on 7th December 1941, Japan had taken control over all
of Shanghai. Japan seized the French and British boats on the Whangpoo River. The
International Settlement was no longer considered in effect. Not long after foreigners in
Shanghai had to register with the Japanese Military Authority. They were given red arm bands to
wear with “B” for British and “A” for American and these had to be worn whenever they
appeared outside residences. Dr Rankin continued to run the hospital through 1942.
Back to the cover!
The combination of the pre-printed self-addressed envelope and addressee suggests that the
cover was prepared and sent by Dr Rankin to her personal friend and professional acquaintance
Dr Kraker. As Dr Rankin was still in Shanghai in August 1942, the cover most probably
originated from Shanghai.
The first of two American/Japanese repatriation exchanges took place in Lourenço Marques
between 22nd and 26th July 1942. Dr Rankin was not part of this exchange. The cover could not
have been on board the MS Conte Verde which left Shanghai on 29th June 1942 as it was posted
in Lourenço Marques a month after this exchange took place.
The next Japanese exchange ship which stopped at Shanghai on 5th August 1942 to pick up
Allied internees was the Tatsuta Maru (Fig. 4). It arrived at the selected exchange port of
Lourenço Marques on 27th August 1942 before departing on 31st August 1942. The cover was
mailed from Lourenço Marques when the Tatsuta Maru was in port.

Figure : 4.
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‘Figure. 4.’ shows a postcard of the Tatsuta Maru of the Nippon Yusen Kaisha (NYK) line.
Tonnage: 16,975, Length: 583 feet. Launched on 12th April 1929. Participated in the
Allied/Japanese exchange at Lourenço Marques between 27th-31st August 1942. Requisitioned by
the Japanese Navy on its return to Japan. Sunk by the USS Tarpon on 8th February 1943 with no
survivors.
I believe that Dr Rankin handed the cover to an Allied internee who travelled on the Tatsuta
Maru to Lourenço Marques, who then posted the cover following the internee exchange on
arrival.
Due to the severe restrictions in Shanghai at the time under Japanese occupation, it would have
been highly unlikely for the cover to have made it to its destination had it been posted in
Shanghai. Additionally, passengers who boarded the Tatsuta Maru had their luggage and
possessions checked for letters and documentation which would have been ordinarily subject to
censorship. This cover somehow made it through. Such examples are very rare and I know of
three other covers which made the same journey on board the Tatsuta Maru.
The cover thereafter followed the horseshoe route, opened and censored in South Africa with
censor tape and violet censor cancel applied.
Duration of the War
The situation in Shanghai got increasingly difficult for foreigners and by February 1943 the
Rankins were interned at the Chapei Civilian Internment Camp (Fig. 5). There were 1,050
inmates comprising of Americans, Dutch and British. On 19th September 1943, a Japanese
repatriation boat (Teia Maru) took 356 persons from the camp for exchange. The exchange took
place at Mormugao, Portuguese India on 19th October 1943, with internees travelling from USA
on the MS Gripsholm. The Rankins were not part of the second American/Japanese exchange
at Mormugao.

Figure : 5.
The western building and the eastern building in the former Chapei Civilian Internment Camp.
Photo: Courtesy of Greg Leck. Dr Rankin was interned at the camp from February 1943 to
August 1945.
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The Rankins remained in the camp until the Japanese signed the peace treaty on 2 nd September
1945. The Rankins returned to their property on the 4th September 1945 having managed to
secure the deeds with an old adopted friend. Possessions hidden with Chinese friends were
returned and nurses, medical staff, servants and families returned to the extent that medical work
could begin again.
The situation in Shanghai was quite unsettled driven by the tensions between Russia and China.
The medical work continued until the school was closed due to a change in local ruling priorities.
With their work in China considered finished, the Rankins managed to get passage on board ship
and departed Shanghai in February 1949. Shanghai eventually fell to the Communists in May
1949.
The Rankins settled in Odessa, Texas where the weather was better suited for their health. Dr
Rankin established herself in her profession until she was forced to retire due to poor health in
1957. With the help of her friends, Dr Rankin prepared the manuscript for her diary, which was
recorded in a book – I Saw It Happen To China (1960) (Fig. 6)

Figure : 6.
‘I Saw It Happen To China’ by Dr Hattie Love Rankin (August 1960, First Edition). Rare. Diary
of Dr Hattie Love Rankin covering her 36 years of service as a medical missionary in the
Soochow-Shanghai area of China.
Women, the medical profession and missionaries
I am delighted to have discovered a rare cover, which was smuggled and carried on a Japanese
repatriation exchange ship, and then mailed from the exchange port at Lourenço Marques.
However, I am in awe by the effect of an institution such as the Woman’s Medical College of
Pennsylvania, that was established over 150 years ago, supported by the missionary missions and
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their members has had an effect world-wide. In this case, institutions established and supported
by the missionaries graduating at the college continue to survive more than 100 years later. Over
this period hundreds if not thousands of medical staff had been trained in other parts of the
world, and considerably more babies have been delivered locally by these staff. The overall effect
is mind boggling! A hospital in one corner of the world had a positive impact worldwide.
Generally, postal history attention from WWII is focused on Prisoner of War (POW) covers.
Surely, every WWII missionary internee’s or repatriate’s cover has an interesting story to tell
too…
Sources
 I Saw It Happen To China – Hattie Love Rankin, M.D. (August 1960), First Edition
 Report of the Margaret Williamson College Hospital, Shanghai, China (1922)
 Obstetrics & genecology Hospital of Fudan University (Website)
 www.combinedfleet.com
 PPS Bulletin #223 (October 2018): World War II - American and Japanese repatriation exchanges in
Lourenço Marques and Mormugao - Francis Rodrigues
********************************

Query 410 : OVERSEAS HQ RCAF / FRANKING STAMP
John Cranmer
I have been in touch with Dean Mario about this and in his last email he says,
"I also found one illustrated in the "Major E.R. Toop Collection of Canadian Military
Postal History, Vol.I " (Eds. C.R. McGuire and R.F. Narbonne), BNAPS, 1996, p.206. It is
illustrated on a cover dated 20 August 1942 from the RCAF o/s HQ in London to an RCAF
officer at No.3 PRC, RAF Stn., Bournemouth, Hants. With the cover is the following:
"Free Franking hand stamp permitted mail to travel under official paid status similar to soldiers'
letters requiring a unit or orderly room hand stamp".
A very basic explanation and an obvious observation but there are other non-franking stamp
RCAF-related orderly room hand stamps as you know so this particular franking stamp is a bit
unusual. Few examples are known but they could originate from just one source or office. I
haven't paid much attention to them in the past but they are interesting. Presumably they were as
described and intended as a free-frank device for civil postal officials."
There are two proofs known - one like that attachment dated 1942 and a different one, dated
1945. Re the attached - why use it over an OFFICIAL PAID meter?
Can anyone assist John with this
please ?
The ‘Red’ London Paid cancel is
dated 7 August 1945.
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Contrary to Regulations Hand-stamp
Robert Gray - From the Forum
I show a WWI cover from India to Zossen (Halbmondlager) POW Camp, Germany. The verso
of the cover shows a partial hand stamp that reads: “Contrary to Regulations/
Letters for Prisoners ?/ must be ??” Figure : 1.
Nick Colley wrote.
I see the two date stamps on your item are only 10 days apart. This implies, I think, that the item
never left India, so your ‘Contrary to Regulations’ mark would have been applied in India.
With respect to the un-inked words, I would surmise that the third line would say something
along the lines of ‘must be written in English’. That’s only a guess, though, based on the
assumption that the censorship authority was operated by the British in India. Hopefully
someone with more knowledge can supply a more robust answer.
Graham Mark wrote.
The hand stamp reads CONTRARY TO REGULATIONS / Letters for Prisoners of War /
must be addressed in ink. This was a requirement originally laid down by the German Govt.
This handstamp was listed and illustrated in my 2000 book on British Censorship of Civil Mails
during WWI (2nd impression copies still available from me: £20 + p&p)
I had recorded only two examples back in 2000 but I have seen a few more since, so I would rate
the marking as fairly uncommon.

Figure : 1.
Cancelled 11 December 1915 Address
almost unreadable.
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Figure : 2. Clear Strike of the Hand-stamp
Further example

Figure : 3. PPC to British P.O.W. at Ruhleben Camp, Germany Cancelled AMBLESIDE 6 Sept
1915
Robert Gray replied : Thank you for the explanation. I could not find anything like it associated
with India. The cover likely travelled from India to London where it was hand stamped prior to
being forwarded to Germany through a neutral country.
Taken from the Forum, Posted 18 August 2021. Ed
This item demonstrates the wealth of knowledge which is available when using the Forum.
Not a commonly seen item but an excellent outcome. I’d encourage all members to log into the
Forum, take a look round and it’s almost certain you’ll find something appertaining to your
studies or collecting interests. 6075 Posts in 1534 Topics since we started.
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A Call for Information. – The ‘Mad Mullah’
Ute Dorr
I have received the following request from Ute. Ed,
Greetings to all members of the F.P.H.S. I am a member of the G.B. Overprints Society. Now I
have a somewhat unusual request for you.
I am currently working with my husband Elmar on a book about the campaigns of the so-called
"Mad Mullah" in the years 1901-1904, the Wingate Mission in 1909, and the final operation in
1920.
It is planned that the publication will be bilingual, i.e. in English and German in one volume.
So the project is already underway.
It would be appreciated if interested students and collectors would provide the Forces Postal
History Society with further scans of covers and postal stationery or photos as well as
newspaper clippings. It goes without saying that all those who contribute will also be
appropriately acknowledged in the book and publications and, of course, the source and the
person who provided them will be referred to in the illustrations.
Scans with a resolution of 600 dpi or higher would be optimal.
Contact details by mail to: Ute Dorr, FRPSL; Elmar Dorr, FRPSL; utedorr@web.de
Best wishes from Germany
Ute Dorr FRPSL
For those of us, myself included whose knowledge of history may have become ‘rusty’ I show a
short introduction to these campaigns below. Ed
The Somaliland Campaigns of 1901–1904 were, perhaps, the final ‘Victorian’ colonial expedition
of the British Empire. In subsequent years, the rising threat of Imperial Germany and the
ententes with France and Russia would focus British attention on European tensions. But, these
expeditions demonstrated the stresses placed upon imperial resources at the turn of the century,
as well as some of the conflicting interests which existed within the empire, particularly between
the perceived interests and obligations of Britain and British India.
The Somaliland conflict resulted from the rise of the ‘Mad Mullah,’ Muhammad Abd al-Hasan,
as a fundamentalist Islamic leader in the region in the 1890s and came at a particularly vital point
in the transition of the Empire and Britain’s position in the world. When the operations began,
the Boer War was still underway and all available regular troops were committed there. As such,
over these four years, a broad array of imperial resources were committed to Somaliland. Local
levies and imperial forces from Aden, India, and Central and Eastern Africa were all utilized, as
well as officers sent from Britain. London set the policy (and paid the bills), but officials sent
from India largely ran the campaign.
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A Rudolf Hess Item
Jim Mackay
At a recent Society Zoom meeting Jim showed this cover to Rudolf Hess during his time in
Spandau Prison, Berlin. Dated 13 July 1959. Hess refused to see any visitors for over twenty
years and finally consented to see his adult son in 1969.
During lively discussion it was speculated, is this a genuine cover or someone’s ‘creation’ ?

Figure : 1.

Figure : 2.
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Changing the guard (US troops left and British right) at Spandau Prison
After World War II the prison fell in the British Sector of what became West Berlin but it was
operated by the Four-Power Authorities to house the Nazi war criminals sentenced to
imprisonment at the Nuremberg Trials.
Only seven prisoners were finally imprisoned there. Arriving from Nuremberg on 18 July 1947,
they were:
Name

No.

Sentence

Release or
death

Baldur von
Schirach

1

20 years

30 September
1966

Konstantin
von
Neurath

3

15 years

6 November
1954

Albert
Speer

5

20 years

30 September
1966

Erich
Raeder

4

Life

26 September
1955

Rudolf
Hess

7

Life

Walther
Funk

6

Karl
Dönitz

2

Notes

Birth

Death

Age

9 May 1907

8 August 1974

67

2 February
1873

14 August
1956

83

19 March
1905

1 September
1981

76

Released
early

24 April 1876

6 November
1960

84

17 August
1987

Died in
prison

26 April 1894

17 August
1987

93

Life

16 May 1957

Released
early

18 August
1890

31 May 1960

69

10 years

30 September
1956

16 September
1891

24 December
1980

89

Released
early

As shown from 30 September 1966 Hess was the only prisoner held here. Following his death in
August 1987 the prison was totally demolished to prevent it becoming a shrine.
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The Postal History of Shkodër
Postal and Telegraph Cancellations and Postal Cachets until 29th November
1944. By John L. Kelion. Review by Chris Grimshaw
This book is an exhaustive study of all the postal, and telegraph cancellations, as well as postal
cachets, found on mail from Shkodër (Scutari in Albania) from the Napoleonic period 1812, until
the Germans left Albania on 29th November 1944. There are extensive background historical
notes, and specific notes where applicable on each cancellation.
The book is hard backed with 269 pages, fully illustrated in colour. Every mark is
described with full measurements, period of use, and an example shown of its correct use on an
item of mail. There are many previously unlisted or unrecorded markings, and several of the
more common marks have been found to exist in several sub-types; these are now all fully
described. An estimated value is given for each mark.
ISBN 978-0-95722644-0-3
The book is divided into two main parts, with a very comprehensive table of contents.
Part 1
Includes sections on all postal markings found on civilian mail from 1812. This includes the post
offices of Turkey, Austro-Hungary, Italy, Montenegro, and independent Albania, of which the
main, and bazaar post offices are treated separately. There are also sections on independent
carriers, and bogus and forged material.
Part 2
Includes sections on postal markings found on military mail, or mail handled for military
personnel by the civilian post offices. It does not include military unit, or censorship markings. It
covers all the periods from the first international occupation of 1913, until the German forces
left in November 1944.
Book - £70 Addendum – 150 pages. Same format as the book but spiral binder £20, printed
October 2021.
Discounted price to members of the FPHS. £60 (Book) + £15 (Addendum)
Cost of Postage varies depending on destination
for ordinary or registered post.
Addresses in U.K.
Addresses in Europe
Addresses in USA/ Worldwide Australia
Contact me by email and I will give you the postal
costs before sending.
The book is available directly from the author:
John L. Kelion,
E-mail johnkelion1@gmail.com
2 Linslade Close,
Pinner, Middlesex,
HA5 2BJ, U.K.
Payment by Paypal is preferred.
Cheques acceptable from purchasers in the U.K.
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